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SUMMARY 

Tables are given which are of use in the calculation of characteristic 

netvmrks appropriate to two-dimensional nozzles for Mach numbers up to 4.5. 

The tabulilated characteristics slopes enable the co-ordinates of a oharao- 

teristics interseotmn each to be evaluated in one operation on a desk 

calculating machine. 
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1 Introduction 

In the design of two-dmensional nozzles for supersonic wind tunnels 
by the characteristics method the calculations have in many cases been 
made graphically (for exemple Hsrrop and Bright'). The accuracy can be 
improved by calculating the characteristics intersections numerically. If 
the slopes of the characteristics are available the co-ordinates of inter- 
sections may each be evaluated in one operation on a desk calculating 
machine. In designing nozzles for the R.A.E. intermittent wind tunnels 
the characteristic slopes have been tabulated for characteristic, nmbers 
appropiate to Mach numbers up to 4.5 for given characteristic intervals. 
Even though there should be enough nozzle ordinates available by now to 
limit further calculations to special cases, and though the characteristics 
methods is becoming unfashionable, it is felt worth while to m&e the 
tables of slopes available generally. 

2 List of S.ymbols 

The flow is taken as being from left to right. 

A right up-going characteristic values (in degrees) 

B right dovm-going characteristic values (in degrees) 

D flow direction 

M Mach number 

ml slope of A characteristics 

-m 2 slope of B characteristics 

x, y Cartesian co-ordinates 

!J hach angle 

Y Frendtl-Xeyer angle 

3 Calculation of characteristics slopes 

The characteristics method adopted is that of 'points' rather than 
'regions'. That is to say values are attributed to the intersections of 
characteristics of opposite families, rather then to regions enclosed by 
two pairs of characteristics of opposite families. Consider the inter- 
sections of two such pairs as in Fig.1. The 'A' characteristics are taken 
to be right up-going and the 'B' ch-acteristics right down-going with the 
flow direction from left to right. It is assumed that the ordinates 
(x, , Y, ad x2' y2 ) of the intersections of Aj and B, and A2 and B2 are 

known and it is,required to find x3 and y3. Then if the mean slopes of 
the characteristics approaching x3 y3 are m, and -m2 we have 

y2 - Y, + m,x, + m2x2 

x3 =~ ml + m2 
(1) 
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Yl y2 
5 -7 +;;;;+q. 

Y3 = 1 1 (2) 
-+- 
? m2 

Thus if the values m,, m2, m, + m2 and&, 1, 1 + L are tabulated the 
1 m2 9 m2 

co-ordinates x y can be obtained immediately wath the use of a desk 33 . 
calculating machine. 

The slopes.m, and m2 are given by 

*II 
1 

= tan (cl, + D,) (3) 

m2 = >tan (p2 - D2) (4) 

where I+ D, and p2, D2 are the mean values of the Xach angle end flow 

direction respectively along the lines x,, y, : x3, y3, end x2, y2 : 

X3' Yy 

The values of expand D are dorived from the characteristlcs~numbers in 
the usualvrtyr, o..e. 

"1 
= A, + $(B, + B2) 

where for y = 1.4 the Prerdtl-Wyer angle* 

Y = p + J6 era cot (46 tan cl) - 3% 

and D, = :(B, + B2) - A, 

u2 :- B2 + $(A, + A2) 

D2 = B2 - &(A,'+ A2) 

The values of v were taJ<en from the tables of Herbert and Older2 
and the tengents of the angles from iJilne-Thomson and Comrie3. 

The errors in the tables should not-exceed 2 units in the last 
decimal place quoted. 

-* The subtraction of Y from 1000 in order to obtaan the so-called pressure 
nu&er appears to be a fruitless operation. 
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4 Description of' Tables 

The tables are set out with given values of A along ronrs and given 
values of B down columns. Each block of six numbers gives values of the 
two slopes and their sum and similarly for the reciprocals. The values 
refer to the slopes of charscteristics approaching a given point A, B, 
with the apnropriete interval. As A,B increase the value of the interval 
is increased progressively. The intervals in degrees sre 

Table I 0.2 M < 1.22 

Table II 0.4 1.2 < M c 1.43 

Table III 0.8 1.43 < M < 1.81 

Tables IV and V 1.6 1.81 < M < 4.53 

M being the Mach number appropriate to the characteristic numbers on the 
centre-line of a nozzle. 

The selection of the values of A in Table I perhaps needs some 
explanation. It wil: be noted that the values have a minimum in the 
middle of the range. The minimm arises because the values are 
designed to be used in the throat region of a nozzle, where constant 
Mach number lines are Convex down&ream (see e.g. Fig.1 of Ref.1). 
A right down-going characteristic is thus tangential to some constant 
Fach number line. The right up-going characteristic through the point 
of taryency will therefore have a minimum value. 

RlZFEREAmS 

&. Author Title, etc. 

1 9. Hsrrop and Deninn and testing of supersonic nozzles Part I 
P.I. Bright R 1: h5 2712 October, 1948. 

2 P.J. Herbe& and Tables for use in the investigation of supersonic 
S.J. Older fields of flow by the method of characteristics 

R.A.E. Tech. Note No. CBI November, q946. 
AW 10.261 

3 L.M. Milne-Thomson Standard four-figure Matlematical Tables 
end L.J. Comrie Macmillan 1948. 
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TABLEl IA 

Characteristic Slopes Interval 0.40 

Slopes refer to characteristics approachxne, pant@, B) 

lcey Flew from left to rig& 
A Right up-gang characteristic (ir, &egrees) i 
B Iii&It down-going chu‘actenst;cs (in degrees) 

I.2295 JI.4868 2.7163 1.~061 1.4144 2.6205 
0.8134 0.6726 1.4860 0.8291 0.707c 1.5361 

1.1 
I 

1.2927 1.5211 
0.7735 0.6575 

1.3639 1.5608 
0.7332 0.407 

I - 
1.6075 
0.6221 

--- 

2.0:38 
l.i,jlO 

2.Y%r,7 
1.3739 

3.O525 
1.3142 

--_ 

-- -r 

1.5 1.9 

1.2G51 ~.4429 2.7080 1.2$10 1.3733 
0.7905 O.@jO 1.4835 0.8058 0.7282 

4.3308 1.4757 2.8065 1.3021 I.~+007 
0.7514 0.6777 1.4291 0.7680 0.7139 

1.4C46 
0.7119 

-_-- 

4.5138 2.9184 1.3701 1.4323 
0.6606 4.3725 0.7298 0.6982 

-- -- 

- 

- 

2.5 

I.2811 
0.7804 

1.3327 
0.7676 

'1.3270 
2.7536 

- 

L 

1 

2.4963 
1.6035 

2.5741 

1.5542 

2.66C6 
I.5034 

- -. 













DIRECTION OF FLOW w 

FIG. I; SKETCH OF CHARACTERISTICS 
INTERSECTIONS. 
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